Good morning! Hope you had a great game last night!
Back to a screen play! Take a look here and think about what you have on it. Well?
Let’s talk about just the act of setting the screen. I am sure some of us might say she threw her hips into
the Texas player and some would not. The question here is whether or not running the direction that
Tennessee #21 was running, stopped and screened Texas #23 was legal?

Specifically, articles 2 and 6 are quite relevant here. Hopefully we can agree that the two players are
moving in the same path and direction. In this case (article 6), the player behind is responsible for
contact. From what we see in the video, Texas 23 DID see the screen from the reaction on her face

preparing for the contact. She made no attempt to go around the screen. This appears to be a legal
screen by Tennessee 21 and is incidental contact.
Many times screens in the open court like this have severe contact because the teammates of the player
being screened do not talk and yell that a screen is coming. In THIS case, she can SEE the screen coming
and does nothing to avoid it. Contact on screen CAN be sever and incidental at the same time.
Again, if we are just talking about the process of the screen (not if Tennessee 21 threw her hips into
Texas 23 or not), this screen is legal. This is a very good example of the ‘same path, same direction’
article AND article 7 where a screen within the field of vision requires the player being screened to avoid
contact. The same article says that screens outside the visual field may be severe contact and incidental.
This is a case of severe contact within the visual field. Since responsibility of contact is on Texas 23, any
foul would be on her. Did she create an advantage? I say no…..thus incidental contact.
This is another great discussion clip that seems to fit our rules set in a much more straight-forward way!
Hope you have a great game tonight!
Tim

